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Chapter 6:
Intrinsic hysteresis-free 
ferroelectric switching

Abstract
Phase transitions are among the most interesting and ubiquitous phenomena in nature. 
In material science, they are responsible for the technological impact of ferromagnets, 
ferroelectrics, shape-memory alloys or memristors. Phase transitions are associated to desirably 
large, nonlinear changes in the order parameters (polarization, magnetization, resistance, etc) 
and susceptibilities, but at the same time they are often coupled to the presence of hysteresis, 
which is related to energy losses. In this chapter a route to intrinsic, hysteresis-free ferroelectric 
polarization switching is reported in these BaTiO3 thin films without the need for chemical 
doping which is a requirement for all other low-hysteresis materials in literature. The ‘slim’, 
essentially temperature-independent ferroelectric hysteresis loop and large dielectric constant 
(~4000) give rise to fully reversible out-of-plane polarization switching with gradual rotation of 
the polarization, in contrast to large, anisotropic hysteresis in-plane switching with a divergent 
dielectric constant (maximum 40,000). The in-plane transition temperature can be brought down 
from 130 °C to 50 °C by changing the measurement direction, corresponding to the disappearance 
of b-polarization. Stabilization of an intermediate in-plane polarized stage for the out-of-plane 
direction also reveals a route towards an almost perfect realization of a strain diode with a five-
fold increase of the piezoresponse, which reaches 100 pm/V.
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6.1 Introduction
The change of external stimuli (temperature, electric or magnetic field, stress, etc.) in the 
proximity of a phase transition induces a change in basically all the relevant physical properties of a 
particular system, such as the order parameters (density, magnetization, polarization, strain, etc.) 
and susceptibilities. Some phase transitions display a continuous change of the order parameter 
(second order), but most often the phase change is discontinuous (first order). First order phase 
transitions take place by nucleation and growth of one phase into the other and this generation 
of nuclei is responsible for latent heat and the presence of metastable states in which the system 
gets trapped, giving rise to the phenomenon of hysteresis. Hysteresis is the difference in the 
magnitude of a property of the system between increasing and decreasing the external stimulus. 
A defining characteristic of many materials of interest in electronics and spintronics, such as in 
ferromagnets, ferroelectrics[1] or memristors, is the resulting hysteresis loop under electric or 
magnetic fields[2]. In particular, hysteresis is the key feature behind current information storage 
media as it provides the possibility for switching between two stable ground states.[3] However, 
in many other applications, the desired feature of such electronic systems is the large, and often 
non-linear, response that comes together with the induced phase transition. In fact, hysteresis 
can be detrimental as it is associated to losses, for example in electro-[4] and magneto-caloric 
cooling[5] where hysteresis loss lowers the efficiency; in high energy density capacitors where 
larger hysteresis reduces the stored energy for the same amount of work[6], and piezoelectric 
sensors and actuators where hysteresis prevents stable and predictable operation[7].

Electronic materials displaying low hysteresis are wanted for the design of many energy efficient 
applications, and the control of hysteresis in simple ferromagnetic systems has already reached 
a mature state.[8] However, there are only limited tools to obtain hysteresis-free materials in 
complex first-order structural-magnetic phase transitions[9] and ferroelectrics. Ferroelectric 
switching is dictated by nucleation and growth of one polar orientation into another one under 
the application of an electric field, where the hysteresis is dictated by the electric field required 
to overcome the energy barrier between the two orientations, the coercive field (Figure 6.1). 
Switching ferroelectric polarization is done either by directly nucleating domains with opposite, 
180 ° difference, polarization, by two successive steps of 90 ° switching[10–16], or by switching 
between different crystal phases[17]. Hysteresis-free switching is so far only possible by being 
close to a phase transition. One approach is by going to the transition temperature[6,18–24] which 
however limits the temperature stability and range. The second approach is by using chemical 
doping to get relaxor behavior or to get a Morphotropic Phase Boundary (MPB), which introduces 
extrinsic effects and additional disorder and, thus, limits their control and the understanding of the 
mechanisms involved.[25] In the present study we report a different route to achieve hysteresis-free 
ferroelectric switching that is essentially independent of temperature and uses single-crystalline 
thin films of a classical ferroelectric BaTiO3.

6.2 TEM imaging
Ferroelectric BaTiO3 films are grown under low-strain on NdScO3 substrates and display a well-
understood domain structure and phase diagram.[26,27] A detailed analysis of the local strain state 
across the film has been performed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). A cross-sectional 
strain map of a thick (300 nm) film can be seen in Figure 6.2a and profiles extracted along the 
dotted arrows are shown in Figure 6.2b,c. The strain at the surface of the film corresponds to a 
so-called a/c domain pattern, that is alternating in-plane (a-domain) and out of plane (c-domain) 
polarized regions, common in tetragonal thin films. However, a strain gradient can be observed 
running across the thickness of the film. The strain difference between the two domain types 
gradually disappears towards the interface with the substrate, where the two domains are no 
longer distinguishable by strain analysis.

Thinner BaTiO3 films crystallize in an ac+*/bc-* phase, derived from the well-known in-plane a/b 
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phase (in-plane 90 ° domains), but with an additional small alternating c-polarization, designated 
by c+* or c-*.[26] The cross-sectional TEM image of an 80 nm thick BaTiO3 fi lm (Figure 6.2d) reveals 
a domain wall inclination of 45 ° with respect to the substrate. Because the in-plane domain wall 
orientation is also 45 ° with respect to the top-view crystallographic axes, these data show that the 
domain walls for this ac+*/bc-* phase are parallel to (111) planes, diff erent from the (110) domain 
wall plane that was predicted.[27,28] The domain walls appear diff used in the TEM image due to their 

F igure 6.1 Intrinsic hysteresis in ferroelectrics. a) The sketch of a hysteresis loop in a typical ferroelectric 
during polarization switching under continuously varying the electric fi eld, from the negative polarized state, 
under negative electric fi eld, (brown and pink dots corresponding to the same color curves in (b)) to the 
positive polarized state, under a positive electric fi eld (purple dot and purple curve in (b)). The green dot in 
(a) corresponds to the symmetric free energy potential G (green curve in (b)) with no applied fi eld. Hysteresis 
originates by the tendency of the system to remain in the existing polarization state after reverting the applied 
electric fi eld (light blue dot in (a) and blue curve in (b)) due to the presence of an energy barrier (UB) for 
nucleation of the opposite polarization state (c). An ideal hysteresis-free ferroelectric material, as sketched by 
the red curve in (a), corresponds to an energy potential landscape with energy barriers smaller than kBT, as for 
example the one in fi gure (d).

Fi gure 6.2 a) In-plane deformation map of a/c domains with (101) domain walls obtained by TEM (dark-fi eld 
electron holography) in a 300 nm thick BaTiO3 fi lm. The inset in the top right corner illustrates the domain 
structure at the sample surface (viewed along the [001] direction). Due to the anisotropy of the substrate, 
only in-plane a-domains are found without the perpendicular b-domains (polarization along the b-axis). 
b,c) Deformation profi les extracted from map (a) according to the dashed arrows in the c- and a-domains 
respectively. The strain is not uniform across the thickness of the fi lm and there is a strain relaxation gradient. 
The lattice parameters near the interface in the a- and c-domains are almost equal, while at the surface they are 
distinctly diff erent. d) TEM image of the ac+*/bc-* phase in an 80 nm thin fi lm. The inset in the top right corner 
illustrates the domain structure at the sample surface (viewed along the [001] direction). The fi lm has a phase 
transition from the ac+*/bc-* phase to the a/c phase for larger thicknesses at room temperature.
These measurements have been performed by T. Denneulin, E. Snoeck and M. Hÿtch from CEMES-CNRS, Toulouse, 
France.
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45 ° inclination with respect to the [010] measurement direction, which prevents high-resolution 
imaging of the strain state in this phase. However, the domain contrast is still higher near the 
surface than near the bottom interface, showing that a strain gradient is also present in this 
ac+*/bc-* phase.

Local TEM polarization mapping by CBED in the a/c phase (Figure 6.3) shows a polarization with 
tetragonal symmetry at the top surface and orthorhombic symmetry at the bottom interface, with 
the region in between too complex to fi gure out the polarization symmetry. A domain structure 
with alternating polarization is found for both symmetries.

6.3 Ferroelectric hysteresis loops
A ‘slim’ ferroelectric hysteresis loop, with low coercive fi eld, is measured on an out-of-plane 
capacitor structure of patterned top and continuous bottom SrRuO3 electrodes (Figure 6.4a). The 
saturation polarization of 20 μC/cm2 (which includes some purely dielectric contributions) does not 
reach the bulk BaTiO3 polarization of 27 μC/cm2 (the fi lms are under low strain)[29], which seems to 
point towards some non-switched polarization in the material. While it is hard to distinguish details 
in the ferroelectric loop itself, the displacement current obtained during the measurement shows 
two switching peaks, indicating that switching takes place in two steps (see for further details on 
double switching peak Section 6.7). The coercive fi eld is found to be 5 ± 2 kV/cm. This is one order 
of magnitude smaller than in BaTiO3 thin fi lms with diff erent domain structures, either on other[29] 
or the same[30] substrates.

These ferroelectric loop measurements (using large electric signals) can be compared to 
capacitance measurements (using smaller electrical signals) in Figure 6.4b. Those small-signal 
measurements address polarization due to reversible processes, such as intrinsic lattice shifts, 
excluding all extrinsic eff ects contributing to the switching.[31] The coercive fi eld is slightly smaller 
(2 kV/cm) while the polarization is nearly equal for both types of measurements. So it can then be 
concluded that nearly all polarization switches reversibly and there is essentially zero remanent 
polarization, in agreement with the large signal measurements.

The out-of-plane ferroelectric hysteresis loop decreases its coercive fi eld when approaching 
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Figure 6.3 Polarization map of the BaTiO3 thin fi lm along [010] incidence. a) Shows the virtual annular dark-fi eld 
(ADF) image reconstructed from the scanning convergent beam electron diff raction (CBED) dataset for a scanned 
region of 280nm x 150nm, integrating intensities from inner radius of 0.395 (1/Å) to outer radius of 0.633 (1/Å). 
The orange arrows indicate the polarization directions, while the dashed lines indicate the domain boundaries. 
b) Representative CBED patterns showing the mirror plane directions along <100> near the surface of the fi lm. 
c) Mirror-plane directions along <110> near the substrate. d,e) Simulated CBED patterns corresponding to (b,c), 
respectively. The orange circle indicate the damage caused by convergent electron probe.
These measurements have been performed by Y.-T. Tsun and J.-M. Zuo from the University of Illinois, USA.
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the ferroelectric transition temperature TC (called TC,c for this out-of-plane c-direction) at 130 °C, 
but the saturation polarization only slowly decreases its magnitude and remains far above this 
temperature (Figure 6.4c). The dielectric constant does not have a divergence at TC,c, as expected, 
but it only decreases slowly with increasing temperature, with a slope change at TC,c. This 
essentially temperature-independent dielectric constant of around 4000 is four times larger than 
predicted for these structures by Koukhar et al.[27] and – to the best of our knowledge - larger than 
any of the temperature-independent dielectric constants reported for epitaxial thin films[19,24,31,32].

Ferroelectric hysteresis loops were also measured along the a-axis in-plane direction (Figure 6.4d,e), 
where a polarization of 11 μC/cm2 is obtained (with a single switching peak this time). This can be 
combined with the 20 μC/cm2 for the out-of-plane loop which gives 31 μC/cm2, a value comparable 
to the bulk polarization. One can explain this by considering two different surface areas which 
consist of in-plane or out-of-plane domains. Then the switching of the polarization proceeds, thus, 
via independently switching either only the out-of-plane or only the in-plane polarization. This  
in-plane ferroelectric hysteresis loop has a more standard temperature dependence (Figure 6.4f), 
with decreasing ferroelectric polarization, disappearance of the coercive field, and a low dielectric 
constant far away from TC,a coupled to a large divergence (up to 40,000) exactly at TC,a.

The coercive field (EC) along the in-plane a-direction (Ec,a) is only slightly smaller (3 kV/cm) than 

Figure 6.4 Ferroelectric large-signal hysteresis loops measured at 100 Hz together with the displacement 
switching current obtained from the ferroelectric hysteresis measurement at room temperature (a,d,g) and 
small-signal (or dielectric) measurements at 1 kHz giving the dielectric constant and the amount of reversible 
polarization from its integration (b,e,h). a,b) Out-of-plane direction, where the AC voltage in the dielectric 
measurement was 50 mV. Typical tan δ loss values are 0.05 at the switching peak and 0.01 for the other fields. 
c) Large-signal polarization, coercive field and the maximum value of the dielectric constant obtained in the 
small-signal measurements at different temperatures for the out-of-plane direction. d,e) In-plane a-axis direction, 
where the AC voltage in the dielectric measurement is 100 mV. Typical tan δ loss values are 0.03 at the switching 
peak and 0.005-0.01 for the other fields. f) Large-signal polarization, coercive field and the maximum value of 
the dielectric constant obtained in the small-signal measurements at different temperatures for the in-plane 
a-direction. g,h) In-plane b-axis direction, where the AC voltage in the dielectric measurement is 100 mV. Typical 
tan δ loss values are 0.03 at the switching peak and 0.005-0.01 for the other fields. i) The large-signal polarization 
and the maximum value of the dielectric constant obtained in the small-signal measurements (the definition 
of the coercive field does not make much sense for the obtained ferroelectric hysteresis loops) at different 
temperatures for the in-plane b-direction. 
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along the out-of-plane (Ec,c) direction. The electric field full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the 
switching peak (EFWHM), however, is below 1 kV/cm for this in-plane direction, significantly smaller 
than the 33 kV/cm measured for the out-of-plane direction. There is only little reversible small-
signal polarization for this in-plane direction (< 1 μC/cm2). Consequently, while the coercive field for 
the two measurement directions is similar, the amount of small-signal polarization and the FWHM 
of the switching peak are widely different. The remanence and the reversibility of the polarization 
are closely related to the FWHM of the switching peak and, thus, instead of the commonly used 
expression ½(Ec+ - Ec-), a better definition of hysteresis would be ½(Ec+ - Ec-)/EFWHM, where the 
hysteresis has a correction factor that takes the broadness of the switching peak into account.

The in-plane ferroelectric loops along the perpendicular (b-axis) in-plane direction (Figure 6.4g,h) 
reveal a complicated switching pattern (at room temperature) with multiple switching peaks, 
large FWHM and small switched polarization of only 7 μC/cm2. The temperature dependence 
(Figure 6.4i) reveals a TC,b of 50 °C, the temperature where the static domain structure has a phase 
transition from the ac+*/bc-* to a/c phase. It is coupled to a broad divergence of the dielectric 
constant, resembling a broad transition range for the b-polarization to fully disappear. The large 
dielectric constant and rather large reversible polarization at room temperature is, thus, caused 
solely by its proximity to TC,b.

The small parasitic polarization switching above 50 °C (Figure 6.5) for the b-axis measurements can 
be explained by the design of these interdigitated electrodes (see also Figure 6.13). The observed 
coercive field for the switching along the b-axis is about three times larger than along the a-axis. 
The distance between the electrodes along the b-direction in this interdigitated structure is 5 μm, 
and there is also a small parallel capacitor structure along the a-direction as well, which has a 
spacing of 15 μm. So those parasitic switching peaks are arising from a-direction switching with 
a three times larger distance than the assumed b-electrode distance, giving an apparent coercive 
field that is three times larger.

In-plane measurements along the diagonal <110> directions give essentially the same switching 
behavior as the measurements along the a-direction. The type of switching peaks and the 
total polarization is equal to that a-direction; just the apparent coercive field along these <110> 
directions is √2 times larger than for the a-direction. If only the a-direction electric field is taken into 
account for these <110> electrodes, then the coercive field is equal to the coercive field found for 
the a-direction. So it means that for these <110> measurements, only the a-polarization is switched 
and the b-polarization remains passive. So this system is similar to ferromagnetic systems with a 
hard and soft magnetization direction.

6.4 Asymmetric hysteresis loops
Fully symmetric, relatively thick, electrodes (Figure 6.6a) give two, symmetric switching peaks. 
The corresponding piezoelectric deformation is symmetric and hysteresis-free, with an initial 
piezoelectric d33 coefficient of 70 pm/V, that decreases to 40 pm/V above an applied field of  

Figure 6.5 Ferroelectric hysteresis loop of the in-plane 
b-axis at 70 °C.
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125 kV/cm. These values are only slightly smaller than the 100 pm/V predicted for the a/c phase[27] 
and they are high values for an epitaxial film that is subjected to substrate clamping[33] (BaTiO3 
bulk d33 coefficient is 100-125 pm/V[34]), and comparable to those of freestanding BaTiO3 films[35] 
and to most PZT-based epitaxial thin films close to the Morphotropic Phase Boundary, which are 
reported in the range of 40-70 pm/V[36,37]. Only good bulk materials and the best PZT thin films 
report higher piezoelectric activities (> 500 pm/V[38] for bulk PZT and 200-300 pm/V[13,39,40] for PZT 
thin films).

When symmetric thin electrodes were used (Figure 6.6b), no switching processes could 
be observed. They however do show a constant piezoelectric response of 40 pm/V which 
demonstrates that they still provide electrical contact. This non-switching behavior can be further 
investigated by pairing the electrodes asymmetrically with thick/thin electrodes, so that the two 
interfaces become dissimilar. That configuration then gives a hugely asymmetric ferroelectric 
and piezoelectric loop (Figure 6.6c). One of the two switching peaks disappears (see also  
Section 6.8), lowering the polarization at negative fields significantly. The piezoelectric response 
changes considerably and results in an almost perfect realization of the recently-proposed concept 
of a ‘strain diode’[41], whereby the electromechanical response is large for positive fields (still the 
same 70 pm/V as for the symmetric electrodes) and largely suppressed for negative fields (to 20 
pm/V). During the switching process, the piezoelectric activity is even increased to over 100 pm/V, 
comparable to non-epitaxial PZT films[42], bulk single crystal BaTiO3[34] and the switching between 
different crystal symmetries in BiFeO3[43].

6.5 Discussion
We now turn to the discussion of the nature of the switching events. For this purpose we have 
performed ab initio-based effective Hamiltonian simulations, using the Hamiltonian given in 
Ref.[44] and the parameters given in Ref.[45]. For the small anisotropic strain[26] the calculations 
yield various metastable domain configurations (Figure 6.7a) depending on the thermal history 
and the boundary conditions used. The b-axis ferroelectric switching below TC,b gives normal 
ferroelectric switching between a/b+ and a/b- phases, of which the polarization states are similar 
to the experimentally observed ac+*/bc-* phases (Figure 6.7b). Above TC,b in the a/c phase no 
clear ferroelectric switching is observed (Figure 6.7c), but significant reversible hysteresis-free 
polarization is induced by the electric field close to TC,b, which explains the high dielectric constant 
found in the experiments. The polarization switching along the a-direction (Figure 6.7d) for the 
a/c initial state gives switching between a+/c and a-/c phases. The polarization switching along 
the c-direction (Figure 6.7e) is similar, with switching between a/c+ and a/c- phases. The modelled 
coercive fields, while it is an overestimation (because it assumes a perfect, defect-free material[10]), 
is lower in these epitaxial films than in the one modelled for free-standing BaTiO3, and it correctly 
predicts that EC,b < EC,a, while not much can be said about EC,c due to the large experimental error.

Both boundary conditions of the theoretical model do not allow for the strain gradients observed 
in the experiment (which are also not found for other BaTiO3 thin films with conventional 

Figure 6.6 Ferroelectric loops together with their displacement currents and the piezoelectric deformation. a) 
Symmetric thick/thick electrode configuration (12 nm bottom and 20 nm top SrRuO3 electrode). It has symmetric 
switching with low coercive field, and two sets of switching current peaks. b) Symmetric thin/thin electrode 
configuration (6 nm bottom and 6 nm top SrRuO3 electrode). No clear ferroelectric switching is observed. c) 
Asymmetric thick/thin electrode configuration (6 nm bottom and 20 nm top SrRuO3 electrode). Only a single 
set of switching current peaks is observed. The ferroelectric loop and piezoelectric deformation are highly 
asymmetric.
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Figure 6.8 Proposed model for the out-of-plane ferroelectric switching. An a/c+ phase (A) at large negative fi elds 
is transformed, through an intermediate (mostly in-plane) ac+*/bc-* phase at zero fi eld (for simplicity its parent 
a/b phase is drawn here), to an a/c- phase at large positive fi elds (C). The labels ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘c’ refer to the domain 
state at the top surface, as the polarization in those domains form a gradient from the top surface to the bottom 
interface, where at the bottom they form multidomain orthorhombic states. The color gradients represent the 
strain gradients that would be observed in TEM deformation mappings, with large diff erences at the top surface 
and an apparent single state at the bottom interface.

Figure 6.7 a) Phases found in cooling-down (solid lines) and heating-up (dashed lines) simulations for bulk-like 
(upper part, periodic boundary conditions) and thin-fi lm like samples (lower part, double periodic boundary 
conditions). The temperature is given relative to the transition temperature TC,b, experimentally found at 50 
°C. Under periodic boundary conditions (double periodic boundary conditions) the following phases are found: 
paraelectric, a, a/c, ab*/cb*, ac/bc (paraelectric, a, a/b, ac/bc). In the simulations TC,a > TC,c due to the fi xed tensile 
in-plane strain and the underestimation of the thermal expansion in contrast to TC,a = TC,c in experiment. b) 
Switching along the b-direction for the initial a/b phase found in double-periodic boundary conditions (below 
TC,b). It switches between a/b+ and a/b- phases, with an intermediate ab monodomain phase which shows up in 
a single switching peak. c) Switching along the b-direction for an initial a/c phase found (above TC,b), with only 
induced polarization. d) Switching along the a-direction for both the a/c and ab*/cb* (b* is small b-polarization) 
phases is done between the a+/c (a+b*/cb*) and a-/c (a-b*/cb*) phases through an intermediate ac monodomain 
phase. e) Switching along the out-of-plane c-direction for both the a/c and ab*/cb* phases (below TC,c) is done 
between the a/c+ (ab*/c+b*) and a/c- (ab*/c-b*) phases through an intermediate ac monodomain phase.
These calculations were performed by A. Grünebohm, University of Duisberg-Essen, Germany.
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ferroelectric switching[29,30]). Since it is well known that in ferroelectric perovskites the coupling 
between polarization and strain is strong, it is proposed that the polarization follows this strain 
gradient, and forms a bridging monoclinic domain with polarization that rotates from the <101> 
directions (compatible with a orthorhombic-like phases) at the bottom interface towards the [100] 
and [001] directions (tetragonal-like phases) at the top surface. BaTiO3 at this strain state and 
temperature is predicted to be tetragonal, but the monoclinic and orthorhombic states are still close 
in energy[26,27,46,47], they were for example already found in the calculated switching mechanism 
as an intermediate phase. The relative stability of these phases provides in this material a viable 
route to gradual strain relaxation. PbZrxTi1-xO3–based materials do not have such a low-energy 
monoclinic and orthorhombic phase acting as a bridge between the two tetragonal directions. So 
there strain gradients, natural[48] or compositional[12], cannot induce such a polarization gradient.

The strain gradient observed in the BaTiO3 films, will, by the nature of the flexoelectric effect, 
result in flexoelectric polarization. Such a phenomenon has been observed in PbTiO3 thin films 
with a/c domains, where a flexoelectric polarization of 15 μCcm−2 has been found, arising from 
a strain gradient of 0.75 mm-1 with a flexoelectric coefficient of 200 nC m-1.[48] The flexoelectric 
polarization induced by the material in Fig. 6.2a can be calculated in a similar manner. The out-of-
plane strain changes from 0.3 % to 0 % (-0.3 % to 0 %) from the top surface to the bottom interface in 
the a-domains (c-domains), resulting in a strain gradient of 0.01 μm-1 in each domain. The intrinsic 
flexoelectric coefficient of BaTiO3 has recently been determined to be 200 nC m-1.[49] In this material 
the calculated flexoelectric out-of-plane polarization would then be 0.2 μCcm−2, which is a smaller 
value than the error in all of the ferroelectric measurements. Even if the strain would have relaxed 
in an 80 nm sample, the polarization would still be only 0.75 μCcm−2. Horizontal strain gradients 
(like in the PbTiO3 example[48]) have not been measured in this material. So any flexoelectric 
effects arising due to the natural strain gradients will not make a significant impact on the results 
presented in this chapter.

This leads us to propose a modified switching pathway in Figure 6.8. A polarization gradient in 
the a/c phase goes from pure a/c at the top surface to an ac orthorhombic phase at the bottom 
interface. The broad switching peak with large reversible polarization and large dielectric constant 
is caused by a slow rotation of the polarization, aided by the naturally present polarization 
gradient and the naturally occurring monoclinic phases allowing polarization rotation[50]. The 
double switching peak found in experiment is then proposed to be caused by the stabilization 
of an ac+*/bc-* intermediate bridging phase. This phase is already a monoclinic phase, acting as a 
natural bridge between the a/c phases. It is also structurally quite similar to the a/c phase, since 
the (101) walls of the a/c phase and the (111) walls of the ac+*/bc-* phase share the [111] line, which 
provides plenty of nucleation points for the growth of new domains. When the field is removed, 
the depolarization effect gives a small driving force towards an in-plane polarized state, which can 
actually be reached due to the low energy cost to reach this available state by the rotation of the 
polarization and their mechanical similarity. This phase can also be stabilized by the asymmetric 
thick/thin electrodes, giving rise to the enhanced piezoresponse on the transition from the out-of-
plane to the in-plane structure and low piezoresponse when that phase has been reached.

6.6 Conclusion
Concluding, this work demonstrates that it is possible to design ferroelectrics in which  
hysteresis-free polarization switching can be achieved without using dopants, in crystals with 
differently oriented phases close in energy. A microscopic analysis of the samples shows that 
there is gradual change in the domain structure from the bottom to the top interfaces, associated 
to a strain gradient. The coupling between strain and polarization in ferroelectrics suggests a 
continuum mechanism by which the polarization of the in-plane domains is found to gradually 
rotate to the out-of-plane direction, which gives rise to hysteresis-free ferroelectric loops and to 
a large essentially temperature-independent dielectric constant. In the same material it is also 
possible to get conventional ferroelectric hysteresis loops for the in-plane directions (which do not 
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have such a polarization gradient), and to change the transition temperature from a ferroelectric 
to a paraelectric-like state depending on the in-plane measurement direction, caused by the 
anisotropy of the substrate. This hysteresis-free direction, in turn, enables new energy-efficient 
electromechanical functionalities, such as the dielectric equivalent of a magnetic permalloy 
with high permittivity that is largely temperature-independent, or the additional possibility to 
build a strain diode. Similar mechanisms can be utilized in the design of other ferroelectrics and 
piezoelectrics, soft ferromagnets or energy-efficient shape-memory alloys.

6.7 Note on Double hysteresis loops
The reported double hysteresis loop with two switching peaks in the out-of-plane ferroelectric 
hysteresis loop has been assigned to a stable intermediate in-plane polarized phase. However, 
for a proper discussion, it is important to consider possible other origins of double hysteresis 
loops. Antiferroelectric interactions is one possible, although not often observed, origin of double 
hysteresis loops, for example observed in electric-field induced polarization in BaTiO3 single 
crystals slightly above the Curie temperature, which are stable for a limited temperature range.
[23] The most common double hysteresis loops are so-called pinched or constricted loops.[25,51–53] 

They arise because locally some areas of the material have an internally stabilized pinned 
polarization, which on the macroscopic scale forms regions with a polarization that is opposite 
to the other regions. This mechanism is most common in ceramic materials, but also in thin films 
this is sometimes seen. These pinched loops have to disappear after the material has been cycled 
with large AC fields for long times, where higher temperatures makes this process go faster. This 
process is called de-aging. This cycling will remove the local pinning of the dipoles, after which only 
a single hysteresis loop remains.

These mechanisms have in common that the intermediate states have a macroscopic anti-
parallel polarization, and the transition between the intermediate and final states only concerns  
non-elastic out-of-plane polarization. The out-of-plane ferroelectric hysteresis loops in this 
chapter can thus not result from these mechanisms, since an enhanced piezoelectric activity is 
found during the switching to the intermediate phase (for the asymmetric thick/thin bottom 
electrodes). So for those out-of-plane ferroelectric loops, a 90 ° domain rotation with associated 
elastic changes is observed. Furthermore, the double ferroelectric hysteresis loop is stable under 
cycling under large AC fields for any amount of (experimentally accessed) time, at all temperatures 
below TC,c. If the origin of the double hysteresis loop were pinched loops, then the two switching 
peaks should have changed over the AC field cycling. Somewhat related phenomena have been 
observed in successive 90 ° domain wall switching giving rise to two separate switching events[54]; 
such successive 90 ° switching events happening at a single field in one switching peak[11]; or single 
90 ° domain switching[55]. 

The in-plane ferroelectric loops however do show more of pinched loop behavior. The a-axis 
hysteresis loop changes after 106 cycles with a large AC field. The progression of the ferroelectric 
hysteresis loop with field cycles can be seen in Figure 6.9. Before any cycling, the ferroelectric 
hysteresis loop is very small and hardly any switching is observed. After a few cycles, this is 
transformed into an unstable double hysteresis loop, where the two switching peaks slowly merge 
into a single peak after cycling for some time. A short increase of temperature, or letting the 
system rest for a few minutes, will however age the material into two switching peaks, which can 
be de-aged in a similar manner. The physical origin of the aging is not known exactly, since normal 
pinched ferroelectrics do not usually age within minutes or age by increasing the temperature. It is 
not impossible that the low hysteresis of the out-of-plane direction helps to age the sample much 
faster than normal ferroelectrics, by providing a low-energy pathway to change the polarization.

The de-aging for the ferroelectric hysteresis loop along the in-plane b-direction takes much longer 
as seen in Figure 6.10, using the same AC field type. The virgin ferroelectric hysteresis loop has 
two switching peaks, together with some built-in field. After 108 cycles the switching peaks have 
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Figure 6.9 In-plane ferroelectric hysteresis loop along the a-direction after AC field cycling at 30 °C at 10 kV/cm 
with a frequency of 1kHz-100kHz. a) Ferroelectric hysteresis loop in the virgin state, before any cycling, after 
cooling down slowly from 150 °C. b) Ferroelectric hysteresis loop after 103 cycles. c) Ferroelectric hysteresis loop 
after 106 cycles. d) The ferroelectric hysteresis loop measured after the temperature was increased by 5°C, right 
after the measurement of (c). 

Figure 6.10 In-plane ferroelectric hysteresis loop along the b-direction after AC field cycling at 10 kV/cm with a 
frequency of 1kHz-100kHz. a) Ferroelectric hysteresis loop in the virgin state, before any cycling. b) Ferroelectric 
hysteresis loop after 108 cycles. c) Ferroelectric hysteresis loop after 1010 cycles. d) Fatigue measurement, giving 
the value of the remanent polarization as a function of field cycles. 
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started to merge, but are still clearly visible as different switching peaks. The built-in field is also 
slowly being cancelled. Even after 1010 cycles (AC field applied for more than a day!), there are 
still traces visible from the original switching peaks. If the origin of the pinched loops here had 
been equal to the case of the a-axis ferroelectric loops, then the de-aging should have taken place 
at a similar amount of field cycles. This increased de-aging difficulty is then probably caused by 
the large number of (meta-)stable phases observed below TC,b. From the other directions of the 
switching loops it can be seen that the a/c phase can be stabilized by an electric field, on which 
the theoretically found ab*/cb* and a/b phases can be added as (meta-)stable phases. The a/c 
phase will contribute with a large dielectric constant and a very broad switching peak at 0 kV/cm 
and the ab*/cb* phase can contribute as shown in Figure 6.11. It takes many field cycles to remove 
those two phases and revert to the more favorable a/b switching (since it allows for the largest 
b-polarization). It will also take many cycles due to the proximity of the TC,b phase transition, which 
further stabilizes the a/c phases even at room temperature.

6.8 Note on top-top ferroelectric measurements on 
symmetric/asymmetric electrodes
Further proof of the polarization blocking for different electrodes can be gathered by looking at 
top-top measurements for the symmetric and asymmetric electrodes. Top-top measurements can 
be seen as two top-bottom measurements back-to-back, so two capacitor structures, with the 
original top electrode on both surfaces, and the original bottom electrode in the middle.

The top-top measurements for the thick/thin electrodes in Figure 6.12a show a greatly reduced 
and fully symmetric polarization. Since these two capacitors are positioned back-to-back, while 
switching, one of the two capacitor structures will try to align the polarization towards the thin 
bottom electrode, and the other will try to align it away from this thin bottom electrode. Since 
only one of the out-of-plane polarization is possible in this electrode configurations, the switching 
is always blocked, so in principle it should not be able for this top-top capacitor structure to give 
any switching. However, the broadness of the switching peak, which propagates to both positive 
and negative fields, makes sure there is still some possible switching remaining, rather than the 
otherwise expected zero polarization switching.

The top-top measurements for the thick/thick electrodes (Figure 6.12b) shows that the polarization 
is only slightly smaller than for the top-bottom measurements. The polarization should have 
been exactly equal to the top-bottom measurement, but the not yet perfectly thick electrode 
decreases the polarization slightly. The two switching peaks seen for the individual top-bottom 
measurements are not exactly equal in magnitude, so even in these relatively thick electrodes, one 
of the out-of-plane polarizations will still be partially blocked. Different areas of the sample have 
small differences in how much polarization is blocked, with up to 20 % differences. An even thicker 
bottom electrode (paired with a similar top electrode) should make the switching fully symmetric, 
but thicker electrodes will give some strain relaxation, because the critical thickness for SrRuO3 

Figure 6.11 Theoretical ferroelectric hysteresis loop 
starting from an initial ab*/cb* phase. The switching 
takes place between the ab+*/cb+* and ab-*/cb-* phases. 
The a/c part of this domain pattern remains essentially 
unchanged during switching. 
These calculations were performed by A. Grünebohm, 
University of Duisberg-Essen, Germany.
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on this substrate (under 2 % tensile strain) is rather low. The BaTiO3 material deposited on top will 
then not be under the correct epitaxial strain to obtain the same type of ferroelectric loop.

6.9 Experimental
Thin foils for TEM measurements were prepared using a focused ion beam and a scanning electron 
microscope (FIB-SEM) FEI Helios. The final milling was carried out at 8 kV and the lamella thickness 
was in the 100-200 nm range. Dark-field electron holography[56] was carried out using a Hitachi 
HF-3300 transmission electron microscope (I2TEM-Toulouse) equipped with a cold-field emission 
gun operated at 300 kV, two specimen stages (the standard stage within the pole piece gap of 
the objective lens and an upper stage placed above the objective lens), an image corrector (CEOS 
B-COR for correcting off-axial aberrations), four electron biprisms and a 4k×4k camera (Oneview 
Gatan).

The sample was inserted in the upper stage to obtain a large holographic field-of-view. The sample 
was oriented a few degrees out of zone-axis to increase the intensity of a diffracted beam (two-
beam condition). The incident beam was tilted to bring the diffracted beam onto the optical axis 
and a small objective aperture was inserted. A double biprism configuration was used to obtain 
holograms without Fresnel fringes. The fringe spacing was 2 nm and the hologram width was 400 
nm. The holograms were treated using the Holodark plug-in software (HREM Research Inc.) for 
Digital Micrograph (Gatan). Phase images were reconstructed using a half-cosine mask in Fourier 
space. The spatial resolution in the strain map is 6 nm and the precision is 0.1 %.

Patterning of the top electrodes was done using an etch mask on a homogeneous SrRuO3 top 
electrode (deposited at 700 °C). Ferroelectric measurements have been performed on a commercial 
aixACCT TFA2000 system (applying positive field to the top electrode), applying triangular 
voltage pulses of varying frequency, measuring using a virtual ground method. The piezoelectric 
deformation has been measured on a commercial aixACCT Double Beam Laser Interferometer 
(DBLI), where a laser is reflected off a Pt top electrode (deposited on top of the SrRuO3 electrode), 
and then off the bottom of the substrate, polished and covered homogeneously with Pt, and then 
combined with a reference beam to measure the interference pattern.

Figure 6.12 Measurements for c-direction top-top and top-bottom electrodes on thick/thin (20/6 nm) top/bottom 
electrodes (a) and thick/thick (20/12 nm) top/bottom electrodes (b).

Figure 6.13 Interdigitated electrodes for in-plane 
measurements. The red area is where the electrodes 
are located. The distance between the electrodes 
is 5 mm; the distance between the large electrode 
areas is 215 mm; the length where the interdigitated 
electrodes run parallel is 185 mm; and the distance 
between the tip of the interdigitated electrodes 
and the big electrode area is 15 mm. The number 
of electrodes varies between 16 and 57. Another 
design with a 115 mm length of the electrodes gave 
comparable results. 
These structures have been developed by S. Matzen, 
Université Paris-Sud, France.
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The ferroelectric and piezoelectric measurements did not depend on the electrode size (which 
varied between lateral dimensions of 10 to 200 μm) and unless leakage was observed, the results 
were consistent across all those measurement pads and grown samples. The measurement 
frequency did not change the intrinsic switching between 0.01 Hz and 5 kHz (which are the limits 
of the measurement setup). Extrinsic effects did affect the measurements: the low frequency 
measurements had problems with leakage and the high frequency measurements did not allow 
for fast enough discharging of the capacitor[57] (too large RC time constant), so the measurements 
presented were performed at 100 Hz, as a compromise between those two extrinsic effects.

The capacitor structure design for the in-plane ferroelectric measurements are interdigitated 
electrodes with dimensions as given in Figure 6.13. The distance between the electrodes is 
5 mm, while the length of the parallel electrodes is 185 μm. The electrode capacitor area was 
assumed to be the length of the electrode multiplied by the film thickness, thereby ignoring any 
inhomogeneous electric fields and contributions from the substrate and air. Since the distance 
between the electrodes is 50 times larger than the film thickness, inhomogeneous electric fields 
will likely not give large contributions. However, it is not completely correct to ignore the substrate 
contributions (dielectric constant of 20)[58], or the role of anisotropic strain on the dielectric 
constant in the different directions (which can give changes of up to 20 %)[59]. So the dielectric 
constants and the polarization values obtained from the measurements should be taken with a 
20-30 % error. But since the different effects reported for the three different orientations of the 
electric field are much larger than those errors, they can still be considered as a significant result.

The in-plane dielectric measurements were performed at an AC voltage of 100 mV, which 
corresponds to a field of 0.2 kV/cm. The out-of-plane dielectric measurements shown in the paper 
were obtained at an AC voltage of 50 mV, which corresponds to an electric field of 6.25 kV/cm. To 
get a fair comparison between the dielectric measurements in both structures, the electric field 
in both measurements should be equal. A reduction of the AC field in the out-of-plane direction 
to 2 mV (corresponding to 0.25 kV/cm) did not give any significant changes in the properties and 
conclusions. Only an increase of noise was observed, which was why the lower noise figures at  
50 mV are presented in the paper. A reduction to 1 mV AC field increased the noise to such a high 
level that no meaningful conclusions could be drawn.

For the theoretical calculations the feram code was used, which is based on the effective Hamiltonian 
discussed in Ref.[44] and the parametrization given in Ref.[45]. The molecular dynamics simulations 
were performed in the NPT ensemble, employing a Nosé-Poincaré thermostat, periodic boundary 
conditions, and a simulation box of 96×96×96 unit cells. An ideal bulk material is modeled, without 
surfaces and depolarizing fields. To simulate the effect of epitaxial strain, the elements η1 and η2 
of the homogeneous strain tensor (in standard Voigt notation) are fixed to the external strain 
η, and η6 is set to zero, see Ref.[47]. The system is thermalized at a given temperature above TC 
(or well below the lowest TC) and cooled down (or heated up) in temperature steps of 10 K. In 
addition, cooling-down simulations have been performed for a short-circuited film of 48 unit cells 
thickness and ideal electrodes applying double-periodic boundary conditions[44]. Starting with the 
thermalized configurations, the electrical field is ramped on and off with a rate of 0.002 kV/fs and 
the change of polarization and strain along c are recorded every 100th field step.
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